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algorithms, it is much more complex and needs to handle
large amount of redundant information. LISA algorithm [2]
does not use the complex structures. It takes advantage of the
characteristics of Deway code, including hierarchical
architecture and root node (if there is SLCA) must be bound
to a certain level. It utilizes the intersection of several sets to
obtain SLCA. This processing increases the computational
efficiency significantly.
This paper proposes a new mechanism that utilizes the
semantic context of keywords to filter the fragments and uses
LISA algorithm to process the data. The semantic context of
keywords is used to filter out a large number of redundant
information, so when getting the final result, the user would
be more probably get the results that they want. In addition,
the algorithm obtains a set of the fragment collection result.
The elements in this set are sorted by the matching degree of
the keywords’ semantic and the layers of fragments. In
section 2, we introduce the detail of the algorithm. Section 3
presents the experimental results. Section 4 introduces some
shortage of the algorithm and some suggestions.

Abstract—Along with the rapid growth of the xml data
quantity on the Internet, the xml data retrieval research has
attracted more and more attention. The searching algorithm
based on key words is a research hotspot in this field. We
present a context-based layered intersection scan algorithm
(CLISA), which uses the context semantic of key words to filter
large amount of redundant information, different from the
approach of using key words to get SLCA. Based on LISA,
CLISA operates LCAs to get SLCAs of different semantics,
and then chooses the SLCA that best fits user’s need. Through
experiments we can see that CLISA can be more in accordance
with the user's demand on condition that it expends more time
than LISA.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the XML standard widely used in web server and
e-commerce, XML-based XBRL language has become the
world standard language to define and exchange the financial
information. A large number of XML documents are
emerged in the network. Because of wide application of
XML, XML database technology has shown immense
potential in the electronic market, In addition, it has drawn
more and more interests to extract information from XML
document. Traditional relational database need specific
syntax to retrieve data. Inspired by this, some researchers
have developed XQUERY language. However, this language
is complicated in using. It is imperative to explore a simple
search method. Therefore, the keyword-based search
algorithms have been discussed by several investigators.
Now there are many researchers have been performed on
the keyword-based search algorithms to get XML element
information. The traditional approaches usually return the
entire XML documents, but recent relevant algorithms only
return some fragments of XML document. Because of userfriendly and simple operating, the keyword-based search
algorithms have been focused by many researchers. A
number of algorithms have been carried out in this area. Xu
has proposed ILE algorithm [1] in 2005. It stores XML
information in modified B+ tree and operate Deway code to
query information from the B+ tree. But large extra timeconsuming is increased to modify B+ tree. RTF algorithm [3]
designs a new filtering mechanism to get the most significant
LCA in all fragments. However, comparing to other
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Figure 1. A School xml Tree

II.

CONTEXT-BASED LAYERED INTERSECTION SCAN
ALGORITHM AND PROBLEMS

In this section, the proposed algorithm is discussed in
detail. Furthermore, the algorithm is presented in the form of
pseudo-code.
A. Definition of Deway Code
In the local encoding, Deway code for becomes the basic
technology to solving SLCA problem since its facility and
comprehensiveness. Deway code is defined as follows:
For a given directed tree G = (VG, EG, r, A)[2], Deway
code of any node in G is determined by the following rules:
(1) The Deway code of root r is ‘0’;
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B. Pretreatment
Because the algorithm is operating in the XML tree, a
standard and complete XML tree is illustrated in Figure. 1. In
this XML tree, each node has been marked with Deway code.
Therefore, all of the XML documents have to be preprocessed by marking them with Deway code. The attribute
nodes are not set in the XML tree of this paper. So the
attribute nodes should be converted into a child node while
dealing with the XML documents in Figure. 2 [2].
Furthermore, the keywords and their semantics should be
extracted from retrieval statement. Suppose this step has
been processed, the keywords and their semantics could be
gained directly.

(2) When in the process of breadth-first traversal of G, if
node v is node u's ith child, and node u's Deway code is D
(u), then the node v of Deway code is 'D (u). i-1'. A xml tree
in Figure. 1[1] above.
In the LISA algorithm, taking Figure. 1 as an example, if
using John and Ben as a keyword to search, the minimum
SLCA is the sub-tree of which the root node’s Deway code is
0.2.0.0. But the results may be not the user wants. The user
wants the sub-tree of which the root node’s Deway code is
0.1.2, but this sub-tree is not a SLCA. For obtained results,
some other algorithms are similar with the LISA algorithm,
such as ILE algorithm.
In fact, many LCA fragments consist of two keywords.
For example, the sub-trees whose roots of child nodes’
Deway code are 0.1.1, 0.1.2, 0.1, 0.2.0.0 and 0. In each of
these sub-trees, we can figure out that the semantic contexts
of the two keywords are different. Consequently, the
semantic context is able to be used for filtering these subtrees.
It poses the challenging question of how to deal with the
semantics for the keyword. Practically, for the computer, it is
difficult to understand the semantic meaning of the words
automatically like human being. Therefore, in this study, the
semantic context keyword is used rather than meanings of
keywords. The proposed algorithm utilizes the context’s
constraint to filter XML fragment further.
Actually, the similarity degree of the context constraint is
used for matching the semantic of context. Because a word
has some different constraints, once two keywords have a
similar constraint, their similarity is not 0. The semantic
matching is utilized to check the same context constraints
between two keywords.
After the semantic matching between different keywords,
the algorithm needs to aggregate different keywords. Namely,
this step is to get SLCA between two keywords under the
different semantic contexts. Through aggregating the
semantic contexts of keywords continually, two keywords’
SLCA under different semantic contexts is acquired. After
aggregating, the final retrieval results are calculated.
Otherwise, in the final results, the LCA semantic fragment
that has the highest matching degree is picked out as the
result.

C. Keywords Semantic Processing
1) Semantic Context
Once getting the keywords through inputting a query
statement, these keywords’ semantic contexts should be
created in the XML documents. The semantic contexts
include attribute and parent nodes. In order to facilitate the
processing, the algorithm also takes node’s Deway code into
the node’s semantics. Therefore, the semantics of a node is a
set, which is defined as follow (it shows the semantic of the
node i):
Semantic(nodei)=(childnode(att),pn,gn,dwn)ҏ
(1)
In the (1), att is attribute, pn is the parent node, gn is
grandfather node, dwn is the node deway code.
There is a warning when taking the node’s grandfather
node. For the classification in Figure.1, if the parent node is
class and grandfather node is classes, the parent of
grandfather node “school” is taken rather than the
grandfather node.
A keyword’s semantics are able to be defined. The
keyword semantic is a set that is composed of the node’s
semantics. For a keyword ‘wi’, it contains the keywords:
node1 ... nodei ... noden, the semantics of the keyword ‘wi’
are as follows:
Senmantic(wi)={Semantic(node1),…Semantic(nodei),…
Semantic(noden)}
(2)
For example, in Figure. 2, the semantic of keyword ‘year’
is:
Semantics(year)={(2003,Publisher,Issueˈ0.0.1.0)}
2) Semantic matching
The correlation calculation is a step in the information
retrieval. The semantic matching degree can be regarded as a
correlation calculation. The semantic matching is a similarity
degree calculation between two keywords. For the node
‘node1’ and ‘node2’, the semantic matching formula is as
follows:
| Semantic(node1)  Semantic (node2) |
(3)
PIPD (node1, node2)
Max(| Semantic(node1) |, | Semantic(node2) |)

Figure 2.

In the formula, Deway code of the semantic sets has to
be ignored.
For instance, if Semantic (n1) = (Ta, class, 0.0.0.1.0),|
Semantic (n1) | = 2; if Semantic (n2) = (instructor, class,
0.0.0.0.1), h | Semantic (n1) | = 2. We can use the formula to
calculate PIPD (n1, n2) = 1 / 2 = 0.5. The algorithm needs to
define a special matching for the nodes: When calculating
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the match degree of two nodes, if a semantic element of a
node contains another node, then their matching degree is 1,
such as Semantic (a) = (m, n) and Semantic (b) = (a, k), since
semantic of b include a, then the two nodes match degree is 1.
Therefore, if two nodes’ matching degree is 1, there may be
two nodes is the same node or two nodes is equal to each
other. Otherwise, it is the special defined inclusion
relationship.
After getting semantic matching degree of nodes, we can
calculate the semantic matching degree between any two
keywords. Since keywords may contain multiple nodes’
semantics, a matrix of semantic match degree is calculated.
Through the simplified XML tree in Figure. 1, we can obtain:
Semantics(John)={(Dean,school,0.0.0),
(Instructor,Class,0.1.0.0.0),
(Instructor,Class,0.1.1.1.0),
(Instructor,Class,0.1.2.0.0), (Participants,Autonet,0.2.0.0.0)},
and
Semantics(Ben)={(TA,Class,0.1.1.2.0),
(Students,Class,0.1.2.1.0), (Participants,Autonet,0.2.0.0.1),
(Participants,P2P,0.3.0.0.0), ( Participants,OSP,0.3.1.0.0.0)};
So we can get John and Ben's semantic matching matrix:

1
2
3
4

Set a new set Ss = , List Lr = ;
Calculation matrix M of S, S’;
Traverse M,
While all matching degree of two nodes (n1, n2) is
not 0
5 InsertSort (n1,n2, Lr)
6 End while
7 Traverse Lr until Lr is , check whether exist LCA,
node is n, n’ ;
8 if exist LCA lca,
9 put Semantic (root (LISA (lca))) into Ss;
10 Else put Semantic (n) and Semantic (n’);
11 Delete (n, n’) in Lr;
12 For all matching degree of two nodes (n_1, n_2) is
0 and the semantic of the nodes is not in Ss, put
the semantic of these nodes into Ss
13 Return Ss;
The InsertSort(n1, n2, Lr) function is insert nodes pair
(n1,n2) into List Lr, and sort by small difference between
node pair to large.
2) Obtaining the final result algorithm
The algorithm as follows:
1 get the semantic set S1…Si…Sn of keywords
w1...wi…wn;
2 set S = {S1,…, Si,…, Sn};
3 set R = ;
4 Traverse set S;
5 if exist elements contains a collection of all
keywords;
6 then put these element roots’ Deway codes into R
and record the matching degree. Furthermore,
delete the sub-tree in all elements which contain
the sub-WUHH LI WKH HOHPHQW EHFRPHV ĭ WKHQ
removed the element in set S;
7 Get two set S1, S2, and removed them from S;
8
S’ = Merging (S1, S2),
9
CheckLCA(S’);
10 While S !=
11 Get a element s1 from S
12 Delete s1 form S;
13 S’ = Merging(s1, S’)
14 CheckLCA(S’);
15 End while;
16 If R ==
17 All the element in S’ are s1’,…, si’,…, sk’;
18 Return LISA (s1’,…, si’,…, sk’);
19 Else
20 Get element r that its record matching degree is
the biggest and its height of sub-tree is lowest;
21 Return r;
The function CheckLCA(S’) is used to check S’ whether
existing LCA which contains all keywords, if exist, then
should put the Deway code of the sub-tree root into result
set and record the matching degree, and delete the element
from S’.

D. Getting LCA
After getting the matrix of any two keywords’ semantic
matching degree, we need process the matrix, use the LISA
algorithm to get the LCA of the two keywords, if possible,
and deal with the two aggregated nodes. The semantic set of
the LCA's root will replace the sets of the two aggregated
nodes. In the aggregation, the nodes, which have the
minimum distance between their Deway codes, have the
highest priority to process.
For the nodes whose matching degree is “0” in the matrix,
if there is no more keywords, the LISA algorithm is used to
get LCA among the nodes whose matching degrees are ‘0’;
If there are other keywords, LCA is not calculated and the
node is taken into the result set. After aggregating, a
combined two keywords semantic set is achieved. The
combined set only composes of all LCAs’ root node
semantic sets.
Taking John and Ben as keywords in the section above as
example, after aggregating, four LCA sub-trees are got. The
root nodes’ Deway codes are 0, 0.1.1, 0.1.2, 0.2.0.0. The
semantic set that aggregated keywords John and Ben is the
set of four nodes semantics sets. The semantics of the two
keywords is denoted as Semantics (John, Ben). Because
there are only two keywords, the results can be outputted.
Outputted result should consider the level of sub-tree
matching degree before the height of LCA. The highest
matching degree and the lowest LCA is outputted as a result.
E. Algorithm
1) Merging on the two sets of keyword semantic
algorithms
The function Merging(S, S’) of Merging two set S, S’ as
follows:
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III.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

Firstly, we compare computational time consumption
with the LISA II algorithm. Subsequently, the accuracies of
results are compared. The accuracy measures successful
predictions for users’ requirements by the fraction of
transactions that contains all of the search results.

Figure 5. accuracy compare (keyword#=5)

IV. CONCLUSION
Compared with other documents, XML documents have
lots of advantages, including large amount of data storage,
convenient data transmission and cross-platform. Therefore,
XML documents are attracted much attention. Moreover, as
observed from the literature, keyword semantic-based XML
fragment search result rating has been during recent years a
field of intense research, which has produced several
interesting approaches.. This paper presents a context-based
layered intersection scan algorithm. The experiments
demonstrate that this algorithm has an improvement of
accuracy comparing with other LISA algorithms. Even
through computation efficiency is little affected.

Figure 3. SLCA computational time consumption

The proposed CLISA algorithm is used to make the
search results satisfy users’ requirements. Based on LISA II
algorithm, this algorithm utilizes semantic contexts to filter.
Obviously, it brings a negative influence on the calculation
efficiency. Figure. 3 shows the effect. Through the
comparison between the group of 2 keywords and the group
of 5 keywords, the variety of CLISA algorithm’s
consumption is not too much when keywords are 2.
Therefore, increased time consumption is acceptable if there
are not too many keywords.
Figure. 4 shows the search accuracy comparison when
the keywords are 2 and Figure 5 shows it when the keywords
are 5. This experiment demonstrates that CLISA algorithm is
more accurate than LISA II algorithm. Furthermore, some
opinions are concluded: The smaller the amount of data
retrieval, the higher accuracy results obtain. Comparing
Figure. 4 with Figure. 5, the conclusion is proved. The more
keywords, the more slowly the search accuracy declines.
Because filtering by the keyword semantic, some redundant
results are able to be eliminated. As a result, the number of
search results decreases.
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